
 PowerScale
With ACM Technology

The truly innovative
      energy profiling tool

Optimizes your software for  
low power consumption



PowerScale at a glance

PowerScale strikes a new path

To help developers optimize their software for low power 
consumption Hitex has introduced PowerScale,  a truly 
innovative energy profiling tool. PowerScale has been 
developed specifically for embedded applications. For 
the first time developers can easily visualise the power 
usage of individual software routines.

PowerScale with ACM-Technology (ACM = Active Current 
Measurement) allows measuring power consumption in 
reference to the executed program AND provides a wide 
dynamic range from 200nA to 500mA with minimal 
insertion loss.  This is the basis to optimize the software 
of embedded systems concerning power consumption.

PowerScale at a glance

Energy profile analysis 
Optimization in correlation to individual  
software routines.

Real power measurement 
PowerScale measures the real power consumption – 
current and voltage at the same time.

Event management 
Trigger Events allow to really target the peripheral  
and MCU parameters

Easy adaptation 
PowerScale probes are connected directly to the circuit 
of the application. Ready-made adapters for Power-over-
USB or Power-over-Ethernet applications are available.

GUI and open API 
PowerScale comes with its own easy-to-use user 
interface. Minimal configuration is required: simply  
drag and drop the quantities to be measured and  
hit GO. Alternatively an open API is provided for 
integration into other development or test tools.

How power-hungry
is your software?

Hitex PowerScale  
with Keil ULINKpro

PowerScale can be used 
with Keil ULINKpro debug 
and trace adapter to 
provide a synchronized 
view of an application‘s 
energy consumption and 
the instructions being 
executed at any point  
in time.

This synchronization 
enables real-time analysis 
of energy consumption 
and the affect of modifying 
software parameters such 
as ISRs, clock rates etc. 



Mode of operation

PowerScale synchronizes the measurement results and 
displays them within the integrated GUI. This allows 
for optimizing selected software events and thereby 
reducing the power consumption of the application.

Additionally the power usage of selected regions of 
software can be measured. Each software region must 
provide triggers to the PowerScale probes.  The triggers 
can be from simple IO, UART or from a suitable debugger. 

The PowerScale measurements are displayed as a line 
graph of power, current or voltage against time. The 
software region information is displayed as a pie chart 
showing overall power consumption per software region

 
Energy measurement  

corresponding to  
the ETM record

Real-time analysis
of energy consumption!

PowerScale pie chart showing the  
statistical distribution of measured currents

Control Task

Idle Task
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Probe*

Max  
current

Min  
current

Max  
voltage

 
Usage

Standard 
Probe 

1A 1mA 58V Power consumption of boards or complete systems. For power over USB or 
Ethernet special adapters are available.

ACM  
Probe

500mA 200nA 12V Power consumption of domains with ultra low power capability such as 
microcontrollers which show the broad range of more than 6 orders of 
magnitude in current consumption

* Sample rate is 100KSamples/sec with one probe connected. A 100mV voltage drop over the total range is standard

PowerScale probes: Standard and ACM 

PowerScale – 
Technical Information

For USB or Ethernet powered applications  
specific adapters are available

A PowerScale system consists of the base unit and at 
least one probe to be connected to a target. Up to four 
probes can be connected to measure independently from 
each other. 

Each of the four PowerScale probes can be connected to 
different power domain within your application. 


